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SEVERAL Bibliographies, lately received, show that serious and 
increased attention is being given to the organisation of scientific 
literature. One admirable and very useful work of this kind iS 
a "Catalogue des Bibliographies Geologiques," prepared under 
the direction of M. Emm. de Margerie, Secretary of the 
Commission Internationale de Bibliographie Geologique, in 
conformity with a vote taken during the International Congress 
at ·washington in r89r. The volume is chiefly made up of 
descriptive lists of publications arranged according to regions, 
those in each region being in turn classified according to 
subjects and ;wthors. The contents fill 732 pages. The work 
is primarily intended for distribution among members of the 
Geological Congress ; so only a few copies are for sale, these 
being obtainable from either Messrs. Dulau or Messrs. 
Friedlander. As expressed by the title, it is not a bibliography 
of geology, but a bibliography of geological bibliographies, 
using this latter designation in its widest sense. The volume 
may thus be regarded as the key to geological literature, and 
it will doubtless prove of great service as the means by which 
geologists will be able to unlock their stores of knowledge.
The second volume of the "Bibliotheca Geographica," prepared by 
Herr Otto Baschin, and issued by the Gesellschaft fUr Erdkunde 
zu Berlin, has also come to hand. The plan of the work, which 
refers to the geographical publications of the.year I893, is the 
same as that of the first volume, except for a few minor 
changes in the sy£tem of classification ; but while the previous 
volume contained I J,8oo entries for the years I89I and I892, 
the present has over 1o,ooo for 1893 alone. Herr Baschin 
invites the authors of geographical papers published in journals, 
and in Transactions not restricted to that branch of science, to 
forward full titles and references to him at " Schinkelplatz 6, 
Berlin, W."-A repertoire of physiological works published in 
1895, has been prepared by Prof. Ch. Richet. In this 
'' Bibliographia Physiologica" (Paris: Felix Alcan) the 
publications are classified according to Dewey's decimal 
system, and Prof. Richet urges authors to give their papers 
numbers based upon this plan. It is proposed to publish very 
shortly similar bibliographies of physiology for 1893 and 1894· 
The first part of the bibliography for I896 was received a few 
days ago. Authors are requested to send copies of memoirs on 
physiological subjects to Prof. Ch. Richet, Faculte de 
medecine de Paris, and so assist to make his catalogues as 
complete as possible. 

THE additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the 
past week include a West African Love Bird (Agapornis pul
!aria) from West Africa, presented by Miss E. l\I. Tuely; eight 

Tortoises ( Testudo ca!carata) from South Africa, a 
Bearded Lizard (Ampllibolurus barbatus), seven -- Lizards 
(Amphibo!urus, sp. inc.), two Great Cyclodus ( Tiliqua gzj;as), 
six Lesueur's Water Lizards (Physignathus lesueuri), a Death 
Adder (Acanthopis antarcticus), a Purplish Death Adder 
(Pseudechis porphyriacus), a Short Death Adder (Brachyaspis 
mrta), three Brown Death Adders (Diemenia textilis) from 
Australia, deposited. 

-------------

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN. 
THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF AUGUST 9, 1896.-M. 

Deslandres, who was commissioned by the Bureau des Longitudes 
to proceed to Japan and make observations of the total solar 
eclipse visible there on August 9 last year, gives in La Nature 
for December 26 a short account of the expedition in general 
and a brief description of the results obtained. The statim] 
decided upon was the small port known as \" esashi, on the 
northern side of the island of y ezo, where the Japanese party 
under Prof. Terao and the American expedition were eventually 
located. During their stay of six weeks there were only eight 
fine days, so that the previous meteorological reports, which indi
cated the bad climatic conditions of the island at this season, 
were entirely corroborated. As we all know, the sky was 
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cloudy during the time of totality, but the French party was 
more fortunate than the l\'orwegian observers, for their clouds 
were evidently not so dense as those which obscured the sun at 
Vadso and Kii:i. M. Deslandres, who was directing the ob
servers under him, saw at a glance that it was useless to proceed 
in the programme previously arranged for under fine weather 
conditions. He therefore gave instructions that in the different 
instruments a single sensitive plate should be exposed for the 
entire duration of totality. Of the plates exposed, six showed 
the corona "plus ou mains fort," while on the remainder 
nothing was seen after development. The negatives indicated 
dim extensions in the north·west, north-east, and south-west 
directions, but practically only the general distribution of the 
coronal light was shown. The images of Venus and Jupiter 
were also found recorded on two of the negatives. The eclipse 
of I896, as M. Deslandres says, confirms the following law, 
indicated already to a certain extent in previous eclipses, 
namely, that the periodical variations of the spots which are 
followed by the prominences extend to the corona, and therefore 
also to the entire solar atmosphere. 

THE MELBOllRKE 0BSERVATORY.-The thirtieth report 
Play 1895-June 1896) of the Board of Visitors to the 
Melbourne Observatory, shows that since the large reduction 
of the staff which has taken place during the last two or three 
years, the work of the observatory has had to be necessarily 
limited. Mr. Baracchi, who is the acting astronomer, has 
nevertheless been able to cope with the existing circumstances 
and carry on, at any rate, the most important work and supply 
the local requirements for meteorological statistics and other 
scientific matters. Reference is also made in this report to the 
existence of a large amount of valuable work which is yet un
published. Besides over thirty years' records in terrestrial 
magnetism and valuable investigations bearing on the climate 
of the colony, there is the important work of measurement of 
the photographic plates of southern zone stars, which is the 
:Melbourne portion of the great international undertaking of the 
photographic chart of the heavens. There seems also to be a 
great mass of material unpublished concerning the work done 
with the great reflector; this consists, as we are told, of 
finished drawings of nebulre, sketches, notes, and micrometric 
measurements "only a minute portion of which has been 
published.'" It is sad to read that "observations with the 
great telescope and other equatorials must for the present be 
abandoned, and that even if the extra assistance asked for be 
granted, we shall only be able to barely fulfil already accepted 
obligations." Perhaps some public-spirited person will offer 
financial aid to tide over the present difficulties. 

MISTS ON MARS.-A circular from Kiel, dated December 27, 
reports the following i'lformation received from M. Flam· 
marion:-" M. Flammarion announces mists (brouillards) 
on Mars extending to various distances round the polar cap. 
This whitish zone, less brilliant than the polar snow, extends to 
a great distance from the pole, and finally Yanishes. One might 
easily mistake it for an extension of the polar cap itself, and this is 
what has occurred in old observations. M. Antoniadi has made 
some accurate measurements at Juvisy." 

THE ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION OF 
LIGHT. 

IT is well known that there are some circumstances, connectecl 
with photometric observations, calculated to make us 

doubt whether, theoretically or observationally, we have. deter
mined correctly the amount of light that is extinguished in its 
passage through our atmosphere. Foremost amongst these con
siderations may be mentioned the fact, pointed out some time 
since by Prof. Seeliger, that the very accurate and trustworthy 
observations made by Dr. MUller, at Potsdam, with a view to 
determine this quantity, are not rigorously represented by the 
theoretical expressions derived by Laplace. The deviations may 
not be large in amount, but they exhibit a systematic character 
which is suspicious. In the same connection may be mentioned 
the initial objection. urged by Prof. Langley, that the funda· 
mental expressions used in those investigations are not equally 
applicable to light of all wave-lengths. There are, further, in 
use different numerical values of the coefficient of transmission, 
pointing either to various degrees of transparency in the at
mosphere, or to peculiarities in the instruments themselves, or 
the methods employed in the reduction of the observations. 
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This question of the discordance Let ween theoretical and 
oLserved results has been recently treated by Dr. Hausdorff, anrl 
greater importance has been given to the memoir by a review 
from Dr. Kempf, in a recently-issued Vierteijailrssrhrift; and this 
last, while traversing some of the views of the authors, is, on 
the whole, as satisfactory and reassuring as the views of Prof. 
Langley and Dr. Sceliger have Lcen disturbing. Dr. Hausdorff, 
concerned to reconcile theory and observation, examines in the 
first place Laplace's theory with great accuracy to trace whether 
the deviations are due to any incompleteness in the theory itself. 
The principal result of this inquiry is to add a term of rather 
complex character to the simple formula to which Laplace re
duced his expression for atmospheric absorption, but which 
avails nothing, either in actual practice or in ofl"ering a solution 
of the original difficulty. The new coefficients might be of use 
if their physical interpretation added anything to our knowledge 
of the atmosphere ; but whether this be assumed of infinite or 
limited extent, the whole of the new introductions, even 
in small altitutles, can be represented Ly an alteration in the 
constant. How little improvement, if any, the consideration of 
terms of a higher order has had on the computed quantities, is 
shown by the following table, in which :\Iiiller's observed values 
of atmospheric absorption ( 1\f.) (expressed in logarithms) are 
compared with those of Hausdorff (H.), and the more simple 
expressions of Laplace ( L. ). 

Z.JJ. (M.) (H.) (L.) (ill)·(H.) (:VI.)(L.) 
0 o·ooo o·ooo o·ooo 0 0 

20 0"004 ·cos ·oos - I - I 
40 0"024 "023 "024 -i 0 
6o o·o92 "076 "077 +I6 +IS 
70 o·I8o "I46 "I47 +34 +33 
75 0"26I "2I) ·zi6 +46 ·14S 
So 0"394 "350 "352 +44 +42 
82 0"477 "447 "448 +30 +29 
84 o·6o7 "597 ·s9s +Io + 9 
86 0"846 ·:->56 ·sss - IO - <J 
sn I "I76 I "209 1.200 . 33 -24 

Practically identical figures result whether the atmosphere be 
supposed infinite or of limited extent. 

The essential service that Dr. Hausdorff has rendered is to 
show that any considerable improvement in Laplace's theory is 
not probable. Dr. Kempf now renders a still greater service by 
showing that any improvement is not needed. He raises the 
question whether these observed discrepancies are not rather 
clue to observation, and removable by more appropriate methods 
of discussing the observation. Dr. Kempf remarks that the only 
observations available for examination are those of Dr. J\Hiller. 
whether made at Potsdam or on the Santis. Seidel is brushed 
aside with a scanty reference. Pickering and Pritchard do not 
get eve!'. this recognition. It would probably be objected to the 
latter that he had not obsen·ecl below 7 5' Z. D., and it is on! y 
after this altitude is passed, tltat the deviations between observation 
and theory become of noticeable amount. But Prof. Pickering's 
observations of circumpolar stars at upper and lower culmina· 
tions seem to be available, and should not be rejected without 
reason or excuse. But it may be urged that the real object of 
the inquiry is to explain Dr. Muller's observations, and from the 
connection that has long existed between Drs. Kempf and Miiller, 
the remarks of the former become the more valuable, since it may 
be assumed that Dr. l\liiller is cognisant of the treatment that 
his observations have received at the hands of his coadjutor, and 
has tacitly acquiesced in the process. 

Dr. Hausdorff has declined to use the Santis observations, 
because the corrections for light extinction are founded on 
Laplace's theory; !Jut Dr. Kempf shows how the observations 
can easily be made to furnish results independent of any theory, 
and consequently the discrepancies between the observations and 
Laplace's Yalues can be easily exhibited. Expressed as light 
ratios in logs., the unit corresponding to the third place of 
decimals, the differences J\Iiiller-Laplace are shown in tbe 
following little table, in which no regular systematic progress 
is noticeable. 

Z.D. (M.·L.) 

IS·6 - IO 
29"3 + 6 
37"2 5 
44"6 0 
57"6 + 3 
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Z.D. 

6z·s 
72 "4 
79"5 
82·9 
s5 s 

ssJ 

(M.·L.) 

-10 

+ 9 
+ 3 
+ 6 

7 

Not only are the differences small, but in no case do they 
exceed twice the probable error derived from the discussion ol 
the observations themselves. Encouraged by this satisfactory 
agreement, Dr. Kempf applies himself to the Potsdam results, 
and recalls the fact that the extinction table, on which Dr. 
Hausdorff so much depends, is really the result of the combination 
of two separate processes of observation. The first part extends 
from the zenith to an altitude of roo, and has been deriYecl by 
comparing the light of Polaris with that of five different stars 
at every possible Z.D. between 0° and 80°. For greater Z.D., 
however, another series has been obtained by observing, on Yery 
clear nights, the differences of lustre of objects at their rising or 
setting up to some roo of altitude, and deriving from the differ· 
ences the amount of absorption at the various Z D.s. Such a 
break in the continuity is perhaps regretable, but to some extent 
unavoidable. Stars that are visible in the horizon do not reach 
the zenith of Potsdam within some I So, and, of cotirse, stars 
culminating near the zenith do not approach near enough to the 
horizon. Comparing each part of Muller's general extinction 
table with Laplace's theory, Dr. Kempf obtains the following 
result (M.-L.) I. ; hut, for very sufficient reasons, on discarding 
the last observation at 8oo Z. D., which is evidently discordant, 
and affects the accuracy of the determination of the general 
coefficient of transmission, he obtains the second series marked 
(M.·L.) II., in which the agreement leaves very little to be 
desired. 

Z.D. I. (M .. L.) II. Z.D. (1\I ·L.) [. (1\I..L.' II. 

20 -2 -2 72"5 +IO +5 
40 -3 -4 75 + 9 -!-2 
so -2 -3 77"5 + I -7 
6o +3 0 So - I7 
70 +9 +5 

Keenly as satisfactory is the comparison of the theory "·ith the 
second part of the table, that below 8oo Z. D. The greatest 
deYiations, when expressed in magnitude, do not exceed 
o·o25 n1., and any one acquainted with the difficulties attending 
photometric observations so close to the horizon, will rather be 
surprised that the agreement is so close, than tempted to cavil 
over the small discordances. In the first part, the coefficient ol 
transmission is o·Sr; in the second, o·85: the two parts, there· 
fore, correspond to different degrees of atmospheric transparency, 
and they cannot be represented by one and the same curve. 
The explanation offered by Dr. Kempf will probably command 
a general assent, and it will be admitted that he has made out 
his case, that Laplace's theory of absorption corresponds 
exactly to the actual conditions within the limits of accuracy at 
present attainable. 

If Dr. Kempf has provided the true explanation, it is ot 
little use to follow Dr. Hausdorff in his further investigations, 
based as they are on the entire conviction that Miiller's 
extinction table is exact, and that the discordance between theory 
and observation is real. His attempts to devise new formuLe 
on various hypotheses are not very satisfactory, simply regarded 
as interpolation results; and his failure to represent Dr. MUller's 
figures more closely, tends to confirm the probability of Dr. 
Kempf's suggestion. Of course, by the extension of formulce 
to an inconvenient length, and the introduction of a sufficiently 
large numLcr of unknowns, derived from the observations them· 
selves, a close agreement can be forced; but even then one may 
be driven to such inconvenient consequences as that the intensity 
of light at approximately the sea-level is greater than that at the 
top of a mountain 2500 m. high. On no supposition (and in 
some instances the ingenuity displayed in the construction at 
hypotheses is considerable) can a formula be found that more 
closely represents observation than does Laplace's; and though 
the author did not propose to himself to establish this fact, he 
has rendered no slight service to theoretical photometry hy the 
practical confirmation his work affords. 

vV. E. PLUliUfER. 

ON CERTAIN VESTIGIAL CHARACTERS 
IN MAN. 

SEEING that Prof. Huxley, with his well-known canclour, felt 
constrained to admit that the study of rudimentary or vest· 

igial characters had clone more than that of any other class of 
facts to produce general acceptance of the doctrine of evolution, 
and that at the same time he acknowledged the double-edged 
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